Mascot Unveiled at Banquet
As Sophomores Stand Defeated

Elizabeth Fielding, Head Of Mascot Committee, Reveals Clues Of Secret

**SCHOLARSHIP BLANKS**

Application blanks for scholarships may be secured from the President's office. The blanks should be returned by June 1, the awards being made as usual following Commencement.

**Hornell Hart Here**

**Professor Meek of Columbia To Speak Friday Afternoon**

Dr. Park, Wheaton
President, Draws Many to Vespers

"There is no fun in life like that of exploiting yourself to the utmost," said Dr. J. Edgar Park, president of Wheaton College, at the Vesper service last Sunday evening. He particularly emphasized the fact that we must exert pressure on ourselves in order to become worthwhile individuals.

"You can control both yourself and your friends by bringing to the light the latent abilities you didn't realize you had. Over the entrance to a Spanish university there is the inscription, 'He who knows how to make a fool cannot be turned into a genius by the University of Salamanca.' But the individual cannot accomplish that very thing for himself.

"We must force ourselves to do those things which will make each of us more of a person."

"Yet the satisfactory person is the one who really likes to do the things that are worth-while. Effort under President In Chapel

-30-

"What is your educational philosophy; why are you here?" asked President Blunt in her chapel talk Wednesday morning. The question was posed to the visiting leader for a three-day conference at Smith College such as was held here in 1919 by President Calvin Coolidge.

"Dr. Hart is well-known to college audiences, and was recently selected to be the visiting leader for a three-day conference at Smith College such as was held here in 1919 by President Calvin Coolidge."

Miss Ballard Gives Recital Tomorrow

Miss Ray Ballard of the Music Department of the College will give an informal piano recital on Thursday evening, March 18, at seven p.m., in Whistam living room. The program is as follows:
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Reflections
We are about to assume the reins of production. Our voices are a little thin when we think of the tremendous task ahead. Already we have stated one aim which we hope to maintain throughout the year: The Connecticut College News must be representative of the actions, feelings, thoughts of you students.

We must not lose sight of the fact that we have come into the college and are working upon the college campus and what appears in your weekly paper is not an unfamiliar sight. We have been brought up to see a weekly paper brought forth by our school. This is the next observation. One learned the need of a better tone, and her appreciation has gone unforthcoming. Her praises have gone unacknowledged to the extent that only a few people know the tremendous task she has accomplished. Her position may be compared to that of the guard on the football team—one of utmost importance, but one most overlooked.

Lucy undertook to improve the News from the beginning of our first week. And her selfless efforts have brought forth unsought results and real campus interest in the college paper.

Every Monday afternoon and evening preceding the Wednesdays when News is issued, one may find Lucy literally tearing her hair over assignments which have failed to come in, and advertisements which have not been forthcoming. Her fine sense of discrimination has given a better tone, and her appreciation of values has found expression in her choice of the news which the college interest. Lucy's ability to handle not only her own work, but the advertising and managing staffs as well, has taken constant alacrity on her part. It is not in unfamiliarity with the task that her ward appears in your weekly paper.

That is so long that we can't even have a cigarette after meals.

The question is, "Can I possibly come back here next year when we expect a nervous breakdown before the end of the month?"

This is the only secret of good work. "If I didn't have a history report, a French paper, two English themes, and a chemistry quiz to study for tonight and every night, I might have been able to go to a show once a week." And finally comes the blow-out: "I'm so sick of this place that I don't even care if I flunk out."

Having repeated all her friends to this point of view and thus envisaging the outlook for many, our goon friend stretches her face a little longer.

Then she goes home for Spring vacation and immediately gathers her friends about her to plan out her group of six for the (Continued to Column 4)

Final Basketball Game Sees Beloved Seniors Parading by CLARISSA WEEKES '36

Praises Sung for Outstanding Editor of College News

While we're throwing orchids about, the best place for them to be held this week is in Louise Barrera, our outgoing Editor-in-chief. Lucy has taken all schedules and has done a marvelous job in handling the News. Her praises have gone unreckoned to the extent that only a few people know the tremendous task she has accomplished. Her position may be compared to that of the guard on the football team—one of utmost importance, but one most overlooked. Lucy undertook to improve the News from the beginning of our first week. And her selfless efforts have brought forth unsought results and real campus interest in the college paper.

Every Monday afternoon and evening preceding the Wednesdays when News is issued, one may find Lucy literally tearing her hair over assignments which have failed to come in, and advertisements which have not been forthcoming. Her fine sense of discrimination has given a better tone, and her appreciation of values has found expression in her choice of the news which the college interest. Lucy's ability to handle not only her own work, but the advertising and managing staffs as well, has taken constant alacrity on her part. It is not in unfamiliarity with the task that her ward appears in your weekly paper.

That is so long that we can't even have a cigarette after meals.

The question is, "Can I possibly come back here next year when we expect a nervous breakdown before the end of the month?"

This is the only secret of good work. "If I didn't have a history report, a French paper, two English themes, and a chemistry quiz to study for tonight and every night, I might have been able to go to a show once a week." And finally comes the blow-out: "I'm so sick of this place that I don't even care if I flunk out."

Having repeated all her friends to this point of view and thus envisaging the outlook for many, our goon friend stretches her face a little longer.

Then she goes home for Spring vacation and immediately gathers her friends about her to plan out her group of six for the (Continued to Column 4)
Changes in Chapel Discussed in House of Representatives

At the meeting of the House of Representatives on March 2nd, the Honorable Emroy Carlow, chairman of the class, and the Honorable Miss Taylor, president of the class, recommended a change in the number of times that chapel is conducted each week.

There were suggestions made that the chapel time be limited to one or two times per week, and that the chapel be used more as a place for silent reflection and prayer.

The motion was not carried.

Senior President, Emroy Carlow, Tells Report of Many Loves

In her report, Emroy Carlow mentioned her experiences of the past year, including her time as the president of the class, chairman of the Junior House, and member of the Class of 1937.

She mentioned the many events and experiences of the year, including the election of new officers, the opening of the new chapel, and the graduation ceremony.

She also mentioned her love for horses, and her interest in polo and other sports.

Alumnae Return to Open New Fields to Zoology Majors

Members of the zoology department were instrumental in bringing about the changes in the curriculum. Miss Taylor, who taught zoology, and Miss Elsie Schwenk, who taught botany, were both instrumental in the process.

As she told her experiences with the electron-probe and other scientific equipment, they both seemed to forget that they were in a college classroom, surrounded by the staff of the hospital. Many of those present found a new field in science that they might pursue in the future.

Dr. Park, Wheaton President, Draws Many to Vespers

(Continued from Page 1, Column 4) Vespers produces interest, and this brings us to that stage," he explained. "Then you become one of the members of the group that occur; that is the natural outgrowth of the present and everything that comes.

People have a tendency to introduce religion into the stream of events. It is well for us to have a new and interesting situation to cope with, and Vespers opens new fields to college graduates."

In conclusion, Dr. Park said, "Religion in not easy—it is very difficult. But that is the only way you can attain it. Religion is the inspiration and the fulfillment. After they have utilized their abilities to the utmost,"

Vinal Cottage Gets Thrill

Via Package from Florida

Sometimes the people who live in Vinal Cottage receive over their well-situated lodgings, but at other times they are not what they would prefer that to some other place. For example, this week I received a package which arrived "Special Delivery" all the way from Florida. It was marked "Perishable", too; so it all began to think their family exercise it needs? Worse than that, who is going to recapture it?

These and many more were the problems facing the Vinal crew under the circumstances, and some of them did not prefer that to some other place. For example, this week I received a package which arrived "Special Delivery" all the way from Florida. It was marked "Perishable", too; so it all began to think their family exercise it needs? Worse than that, who is going to recapture it?
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Mascot Tradition Has Origin from Joke Begun

By Junior Class of '19

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

mascot to the college at a dinner at Thames, 1926, playgroundSophomore decided to adopt the submarine, and the Sophomore class voted into the Sophomore class. Not long after, the Junior president noticed the disappearance of the submarine and voted another without mentioning the fact. At dinner each class presented the mascot as an original.

In subsequent years it became the custom of the Junior to hide the mascot after the banquet, and for the Sophomores to search for it. This mascot was enjoyed by the faculty of the time involved, and finally the hunt took its present form. With the increasing value of the mascot, it has also become necessary to hide a replica instead of the actual gift.

The first five mascots are not known to exist. In addition to the submarine, these consisted of The Good Fairy, representing the thought of the time; The Totem Pole of the class of '22; and a bronze plaque with the face of 1923, given by the class of '23.

The Famous Ship of the class of 1924 is now in a glass case in the Bradford lounge, and the Sword of the Class of 1925 may soon make an appearance in the same location. The class of 1926 presented a carved wood over the Branford living room fireplace. The class of 1927 gave a Ship Model which occupies the man- ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

Holmes Hall possesses the only off- campus mascot, a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident.

The class of 1929 presented a Ship Model which occupies the man ner of the class of 1929, in the form of the Rampant Lion Door knocker over the Branford Jiv- ing room fireplace. The class of 1928 presented a bronze plaque with the face of the Rampant Lion in full sail was placed on the Knowlton was given, and in 1928, the Class of 1928 presented a plaque to the Knowlton tesident. 
There will be a Coffee given by A. A. for all members of squads on March 23 in Thames at 6:45 o'clock. The varsity members and teams will be announced at this time. Those who plan to attend are asked to check their names on the A. A. Bulletin Board in Fanning.

On Tuesday, March 23, at four o'clock in Kenyon, the Modern Dance sections and the Rhythm and Rhythm Squad will hold open house in Kenyon Salon. It will consist of a demonstration of the work done in the two groups' classes throughout the Winter season. There will also be an exhibition of pictures and articles concerned with Modern Dance. All those who are interested are cordially invited to attend this informal gathering.

The games held last Tuesday, March 9, in the gym came out with the following results: the Sophomores won their game with the Juniors by a score of 28-18, and were also awarded merit for skill. In the game between the Freshmen-Sophomore second teams, the Freshmen won, 91-28, but there was a tie as to the skill of the two opponents.

The line-ups for the games follow:

**St. J. 1st team**


**Soph. 2nd team**


Final Basketball

Game Sees Beloved Seniors Parading

(Continued from Page 2, Column 3)

length, with all the attributes of the 19th century) displayed admirable talent. Another, sporting diaphanous and chemise, betrayed her youth during a fierce duel with a member of the Sultan's court (or were we in Africa?).

It is impossible to enumerate all of the curious contraptions present at this, the final game of the season, but we wish to quote one Frosh in closing: "What be They, Man or Beast?"

"Football does not interest me in the least. A quiet game of chess is my idea of a good clean American game." The University of Houston's Prof. James D. Hutchinson jumps kings for exercise.

Stop To Eat...

at the OLYMPIA TEA ROOM

MARY BETTENCOURT

First Class

Dressmaking and Tailoring

Blacking of Knit Suits

Telephone 8542

85 State Street

Sophomores Stand-Defeated; Mascot Unveiled at Banquet

(Continued from Page 1, Column 1)

6. (False) A picture of the "God-

ness Hormone" was mailed to the president of the Sophomore class.

The Freshman class contributed their share to the success of the ban-

quet by providing entertainment for their Junior sisters. Four members of the Choral Speaking Choir gave a selection from Vachel Lindsay's poem "The Congo." Sybil Mansan, dressed in an attractive white satin uniform, did a very snappy military tap dance. Jean Sincere closed the program by singing an original song which she dedicated to the Juniors. Everyone was delighted with the cleverness of her flattering implica-

tions.

President Blunt thanked the Jun-

iors for their gift to the college, say-

ing that it was a luxury which would add much to the beauty of the cam-

pus. Dean Burdick put everyone in gales of merriment with her mock-

serious discussion of the different types of laughter, and with her statement that the mascot "is... what it is... well, that is... what it is."

Miss Oakes and Dr. Lott, honorary members of the Junior class, spoke briefly. Miss Oakes mentioned that the bench given by the Junior class reminded her of the many "sit-downs" strikes of today. Dr. Leb drew upon his large fund of amusing stories.

The banquet closed with the sing-

ing of the Alma Mater.

Connecticut Joins With Many Schools

In Model League

(Continued from Page 3, Column 3)

Labor Office, the final assembly ses-

sion was devoted to the majority and minority reports of committees and general debates over their drafted resolutions. All but two of the resolutions were carried unani-

mously—but only because a large number of the delegates chose to re-

frain from voting.

A critique of the tenth Model League was given by Mr. Irwin Tobin, legal adviser of the Model League of Nations for two years. Criticizing the work of the dele-

gates, Mr. Tobin pointed out that a thorough knowledge of the provis-

ions of the covenant itself was nec-

essary for intelligent participation in and a better understanding of the basic groundwork of the league.

By way of encouragement and favorable comment, Mr. Tobin commen-

tended the committee chairmen for their effective handling of assign-

ments, and the delegates for their stimulating discussions.

In conclusion, Mr. Tobin said: "In a period of eclipse such as the league is passing through today, the informal discussions and the regular attendance at the Model League is heartening. The realistic statement of various countries' positions by the respective delegates, who specialized in the technical aspects of the league, shows that you have a work-

able understanding of the basic workings of the league in social, economic, and intellectual fields."

**Ruby Keeler says:**

"Luckies are a light smoke that treat a tender throat right"

"In a way, it's easier to keep in condi-

tion as a dancer than as a singer. Exercise can keep the muscles in shape, but there are a lot of things that can go wrong with the voice and throat. It stands to reason, then, that any actress wants a cigarette that is gentle and strikes the right note with her throat. I started smoking Luckies 4 years ago. They're a light smoke that treat a tender throat right."

"Ruby Keeler"

LOVELY WARNER BROS. STAR

NOW APPEARING IN

"READY, WILLING AND ABLE"

An independent survey was made recently among professional men and women—lawyers, doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they personally prefer a light smoke.

Miss Keeler verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are their fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

A Light Smoke

"It's Toasted"—Your Throat Protection

AGAINST IRRITATION—AGAINST COUGH
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Bon Voyage
by HELEN MAXWELL ’38

Have you been wondering why certain people have been monopolizing package trade from certain stores? Well, so have we; and after much study and determination to find out why, we uncovered the following facts.

It seems that Connecticut College girls believe in the saying that travel broadens ones horizons and are planing to leave the fair shores of these United States and see the world. Or perhaps they're trying to "get away from it all." But, anyway, Spring vacation will find many of them on foreign soil.

Bermuda seems to be the favorite spot with the large majority of pleasure-seekers. The Monarch of Bermuda, leaving New York Saturday the twenty-seventh, will have on board such personages as Katherine Andrus ’38, Frances Blatch ’38, Eliza Bissett ’37, Harriet Brown ’37, Betty Butler ’38, Louise Carrey ’39, Betty Corrigan ’37, Marge Coulter ’37, Barbara Curtis ’38, Rosemary Doyle ’38, Evelyn Falter ’39, Vivian Graham ’37, Catherine Griswold ’37, Helen Hope ’37, Robin Howard ’37, Jean McLain ’39, Janet Mead ’39, Margaret Robison ’39, Jean Smith ’38, Ann Walsh ’37, Margaret Weil ’38, and Jean Younglove ’39.

If you happen to be hanging around the docks of the Empress of Australia this week, you might see Joanne Roberts ’39, Margaret Muir ’38, Katherine Caldwell ’38, and Katherine Griswold ’37. We'll be anxious to get going to keep that date at "Slappy Joe's" in Havana or see what's new in Jamaica.

When the Pilsedski sails for Nassau, Kingston, and Havana, you might see Frances Walsh ’32 talking to the captain on the bridge. But no matter what you do, go by all means have a wonderful time and don't get too tanned. If you have a minute, drop us a postcard.

More than 200 foreign students are enrolled at Harvard University this year.

ST. PATRICK

Scotland, England, France and Wales all claim to be the natual soil of St. Patrick. As his name implies, he was of a patrician family. He was born about the year 372. At 16 he was carried off by pirates who sold him into slavery in Ireland. He escaped from the pirates in about the year 396 and went to the continent, was ordained a bishop, and then returned to Ireland to teach the gospel. His greatest enemies were the Druids and although of benevolent disposition, he was forced by the will of God to chase the futility bands, so that they dined to bogs, the rivers, so they had no fish, and the Druids, so the earth swallowed them up.

The greatest of St. Patrick's miracles was that of driving the venemous reptiles out of Ireland, and wondering the Irish soil forever after so obnoxious to the serpent race, that they instantaneously die on touching it. He accomplished the feat by beating a drum which he struc so hard that he knocked a hole in it. But an angel came and mended it for him and everything was just fine after that.

One Irish gentleman, Mr. James Cleland, curious to find out if the legend were true, let some harmless snakes loose in Ireland. When one was found and killed the idea of a "vile living serpent" having been killed near the very burial place of St. Patrick was an extraordinary sensation of alarm among the country people. Our far-seen Englishman prepared a sermon in which he cited this unfortunate snake as a token of the immediate commemoration of the great man, while another saw in it a type of the approach of the cholera-morbus.

The reasons for the appearance of the shantuck in connection with St. Patrick are varied. It is pointed out by Pinzy in his Natural History that serpents are never seen upon a tripod. It is therefore rumored that St. Patrick should have chosen this leaf as a symbol of the Holy Trinity.

There is a tale that Patrick chain-ed to a tree where he became a swineherd in the commencement of the millennium; and watching his pulse was his light. He never did like the newspaper in Italy kissing the lips of the serpent. There is a tale that Patrick chain-ed to a tree where he became a swineherd in the commencement of the millennium; and watching his pulse was his light. He never did like the newspaper in Italy kissing the lips of the serpent.

In Italy kissing in public is legal only at railroad stations.

THE AMHERST COLLEGE Glee Club is Benny Goodman's, and its first choice on the radio is Jack Benny's program.

The Ambrose College Glee Club is Benny Goodman's, and its first choice on the radio is Jack Benny's program.

The Anheuser-Busch College Glee Club is Benny Goodman's, and its first choice on the radio is Jack Benny's program.

In theory great Mr. James Cleland, curious to find out if the legend were true, let some harmless snakes loose in Ireland. When one was found and killed the idea of a "vile living serpent" having been killed near the very burial place of St. Patrick was an extraordinary sensation of alarm among the country people. Our far-seen Englishman prepared a sermon in which he cited this unfortunate snake as a token of the immediate commemoration of the great man, while another saw in it a type of the approach of the cholera-morbus.

The reasons for the appearance of the shantuck in connection with St. Patrick are varied. It is pointed out by Pinzy in his Natural History that serpents are never seen upon a tripod. It is therefore rumored that St. Patrick should have chosen this leaf as a symbol of the Holy Trinity.

There is a tale that Patrick chain-ed to a tree where he became a swineherd in the commencement of the millennium; and watching his pulse was his light. He never did like the newspaper in Italy kissing the lips of the serpent. There is a tale that Patrick chain-ed to a tree where he became a swineherd in the commencement of the millennium; and watching his pulse was his light. He never did like the newspaper in Italy kissing the lips of the serpent.

In theory great
Twas the night of the Junior banquet. Among the smartly-dressed girls and their guests were:

President Blunt, who was escorted by many sophisticated Juniors. Her metallic-flecked black velvet gown was very becoming. A gold and velvet flower trimmed the low neck, softly draped sleeves covered her shoulders, and a corset of two orchids was pinned on her left shoulder.

Kay Walbridge dressed in bright green taffeta. The decolleté neckline in front and in back was square; a stiff, flared, swing skirt went into action as she walked. Around her neck was a string of pearls; on each shoulder was a gardenia corsage; and in her hand she clutched the Sophie’s fateful TELEGRAM!

Miss Osaka, gracefully talking with the girls. She wore a black and white flowered print silk formal. A long, flowing scarf of the same print faced with bright green formed a stiff, flared, swing skirt went into back collar and short sleeves of white brocaded lace; a rhinestone clip at the low neckline, and a corsage of pansies in her hair! Her newly acquired tan was accentuated by the black dress and an Indian bracelet of silver and turquoise.

Inspired by P. G. Wodehouse, students at Nazareth College have organized a Goon Club, which has adopted this slogan: “A pun a day keeps your enemies away”.

To learn the “kicks” of students and attempt to eliminate their causes is the aim of the student senate at Purdue University. It has placed a “gripe-box” in the union building to collect written complaints.

Katharine Gibbs L School

Telegraphic Swim
Meet Held Last Monday Night

A combined telegraphic and on-campus, off-campus competitive swimming meet was held Monday evening, March 15, at the Coast Guard Academic Pool. The winners of the 60 yard free style telegraphic races were Mary Reinhart ’40, 24.2 seconds, Patricia Hubbard ’39, 26.9 seconds, and Barbara Wynn ’40, 28.2 seconds. Winners of the off-campus, off-campus 100 yard crawl were Beatrice Boldt ’39 and Patricia Hubbard ’39, on-campus students. The diving competition was won by the off-campus team. Members of the winning team were Barbara Curtis ’39 and Barbara Wynn ’40; members of the off-campus team were Mary Fisher ’40 and Isabel Scott ’40. The last event was a novelty race in which the contestants were made to swim across the pool and back with lighted candles. The winners were Marilyn Maxted ’40 and Augusta Strauss ’39.

On Friday evening, March 19, further telegraphic races will be held.

Pre-Easter Sale

GAL3 - BRASS - LAMPS - PRINTS

ANIMALS and other KNICK-KNACKS

MUCH REDUCED

The Cambridge Modern History — 13 Vols. - $17.50

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE BOOKSHOP

See Arthur Murray
When You Get in Town

Take a few low cost brushing up lessons

The minute you get in New York before Easter, arrange for a few lessons to bring your dancing up to date. Learn the newest steps and rhythms, quickly, easily or add the Rhumba and Tango to your repertoire. Special pre-holiday rates are attractively low.

ARTHUR MURRAY
7 East 43rd Street
New York City

For these LINES set the pace of luxury-security-speed that leads right through the ages (with almost Fourteen Million passengers carried into our 90th and 90th Anniversaries in the ultra modern way, . . .

the North German Lloyd swift expresses BREMEN and EUROPA, and palatial COLUMBUS; the Hamburg-American Line’s Famous Four Expresses—NEW YORK, HANOI, HAMBURG, DEUTSCHLAND wherein Cabin Class, even in the height of season, is only $71 up to Irish-English ports, with $5 more to Cherbourg, $3 more to Hamburg.

For these DUE'S the days mean either on HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE or NORTH GERMAN LLOYD, these express services founded in 1847 and 1857 in the charming Hanseatic cities of Hamburg and Bremen. (Lots of adjectives, Greek Letter formosties and romances have had this shipboard origin during the past 80 and 90 years.)

For those LINES set the pace of luxury-security-speed that leads right through the ages (with almost Fourteen Million passengers carried into our 90th and 90th Anniversaries in the ultra modern way, . . .

the North German Lloyd swift expresses BREMEN and EUROPA, and palatial COLUMBUS; the Hamburg-American Line’s Famous Four Expresses—NEW YORK, HANOI, HAMBURG, DEUTSCHLAND wherein Cabin Class, even in the height of season, is only $71 up to Irish-English ports, with $5 more to Cherbourg, $3 more to Hamburg.

Take Your Car Along...More than 140 with us last year. Ideal touring abroad. Ask for booklet: “Motorist’s Guide to Europe.”

Like having the Dean for a father-in-law...thats consulting with our EDUCATIONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT. All about Summer Courses Abroad and Specials in Arts and Science and French Language Proficiency just like Grandfather did, and all other matters concerning Students on Grand Tours. Personal Consultations arranged on your inquiry.
Correct Answers

Last week's brain-twister—The book worm would travel one-half inch.

1. Sooie Kirkman '37: "A. A. Milne. Why do you have to know all this?"
Correct: Alan Alexander Miller (1882—)

2. Kay Caldwell '38: "Some place in Africa—that's all I know! Early morning, I can't think!"
Correct: Amsterdam.

3. Peg Grierson '38 "Oh! Wait a minute now—Sun sets in the West, rises in the East (with gestures) ... We must go toward the light a minute now—Sun sets in the West, rises in the East (with gestures). That right?"
Correct: From West to East.

4. Buddy Smart '38: "I don't know, I really don't know."
Correct: The Ozark Mountains—a range in Missouri, Arkansas, and Oklahoma.

5. Gretchen Kemmer '37: "Spanish isn't it? What is it if it isn't Spanish ... tell me?"
Correct: Portuguese.

6. Betty Adams '37: "Lauder? It was just a guess."
Correct: Sir Harry Lauder.

7. Peggy Young '38: "To try im-peachments! Supreme Court! ... I don't know, better ask someone else—it's all right for those who know the answers."
Correct: The Senate.

8. Danny Sundt '38: "Wall of China, is it? But Betty Adams told me. I was trying to think of something in the Bible."
Correct: The Great Wall of China.

9. Betty McMahan '39: "I don't know—can't even guess. I'll kick you if you print this! Is it by the same person who said "If Autumn is coming Winter can't be far behind"?"
Correct: Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), in "Ode to the West Wind."

10. Mauza Sullivan '39: "Oh—I don't dare say anything yet! I don't know, except it might be doughnuts! . . . didn't say all that did I?"
Correct: Sunshine Biscuits.

A course in amateur telescope making, the first of its kind in the country, is being offered by the division of general education at New York University.

Committee is Chosen For Freshman Pageant

The class of 1940 recently chose the following committee to write the annual Freshman pageant which will be presented in the outdoor theatre on Saturday afternoon, May 15:

Irene Kennel, chairman; Marion Hyde, Mary Lamprecht, Hazel Rowley, and Joanna Bean.

The committee welcomes any suggestions from members of the class.

New London Players
Give Play March 30

The New London Players take pleasure in announcing the presentation of Romney Brent's The Mad Hope, a comedy in three acts, at Bulkeley Auditorium, on Tuesday, March 30, at eight-fifteen o'clock.

Any students or Faculty members who will be in New London during the Spring Vacation holidays are cordially invited to attend. The New London League of Women Voters is sponsoring the evening's entertainment and will use the benefit for education of groups with whom they are working.

Lehigh University chemistry students break more than 14,000 test tubes every year.

THIS COLLEGIATE WORLD
By Associated Collegiate Press

What University of Texas students thought was going to be a "pipe" examination turned out to be a viciously circling boomergang.

"Fellows", announced the instructor, "I'm just as tired of these darn exams as you are so I've decided to give you an easy one today. Just one question, in fact."

Everybody in the class did a series of simple mathematical calculations and arrived at the sum of 100 for the answer.

"Just a minute", said the instructor, "I forgot something. Recall the number of times you were absent from this class, multiply that by two and subtract it from the answer on the problem." The "A" grade that students had visioned slid down the alphabetical scale and even a few "F's" were blemished the instructor's record book.

The University of Minnesota's "barefoot girl", Ingrid Larson, had to forgo a lifelong habit of "bare-footing it", acquired while living in Hawaii, she wore shoes until recently when an ulcer, caused by leather-rubbing, developed on her foot.

"Pay according to service to society," is the war-cry of the St. Petersburg Independent.

"The Dean of the University of Florida gets $841.07 a month; the official who checks beer and whiskey sales for the state gets $400.

"Florida's governor is paid $825 a month; the state's racing superintendent is paid $780.

"A professor of science, who is a Ph.D., has a salary of $183.33; a stamp clerk at the beer and whiskey department, who is not a Ph.D., receives $800.

The racetrack veterinarian gets $560 a month during the racing season; the president of the University of Florida gets $600, having made the mistake of not becoming a horse doctor.

Love and music combine to help coed tennis students at Westminster College develop rhythm. Miss Nandor Love, director of the course, explains that waltz music is the best way to develop rhythm. Miss Nan- dor is paid $125 a month.

The junior girl at Miami University who fell into a deep stupor when an ulcer, caused by leather-rubbing, developed on her foot.

At every stage ... from tobacco farm to shipping room ... Chesterfield's job is to give you the refreshing mildness and delightful flavor that makes smoking a great pleasure.

Experienced buyers see that Chest- erfield tobaccos are MILD and RIPE ... careful manufacturers see that they are blended to the exact Chesterfield formula.

And they see that the cigarettes are made right...round, firm, just right to smoke.

...for the full measure of the good things you want in a cigarette we invite you to enjoy Chesterfields.